Topologically ordered systems in the presence of symmetries can exhibit new structures which are referred to as symmetry enriched topological (SET) phases. We introduce simple methods to detect the SET order directly from a complete set of topologically degenerate ground state wave functions. In particular, we first show how to directly determine the characteristic symmetry fractionalization of the quasiparticles from the reduced density matrix of the minimally entangled states. Second, we show how a simple generalization of a non-local order parameter can be measured to detect SETs. The usefulness of the proposed approached is demonstrated by examining two concrete model states which exhibit SET: (i) a spin-1 model on the honeycomb lattice and (ii) the resonating valence bond state on a kagome lattice. We conclude that the spin-1 model and the RVB state are in the same SET phases.
Introduction. Topologically ordered quantum systems have robust physical properties, like quasiparticle statistics and ground state degeneracy, which do not depend on the microscopic details of the Hamiltonian [1] . If the system has extra global symmetries, then the interplay between topology and symmetry can give rise to interesting "Symmetry Enriched Topological" (SET) phases where the quasiparticles transform under the symmetry in a "fractional" way. The first and best understood topological phase -the ν = 1/3 fractional quantum Hall state -is an SET phase with charge conservation symmetry, where the quasiparticle with e iπ/3 fractional exchange statistics has e/3 fractional charge [2, 3] . More interestingly, it was realized that systems with the same topological order and the same symmetry can be in different SET phases with different symmetry fractionalization on the quasiparticles. For example, in a Z 2 gauge theory with spin rotation symmetry, the gauge charges can carry half integer spin (fractional) or integer spin (non-fractional) representations [4] . With more symmetries, more varieties of SETs are possible and many efforts have been devoted to their classification [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
An important open question is how to determine the SET order in a model system. With the experimental prospects to realize spin liquids in systems with various internal and lattice symmetries (e.g. herbertsmithite [11] ), it is necessary to predict theoretically which SET phase they belongs to. However, this is generally hard as the SET order is intrinsically encoded in the global entanglement pattern of the state and no local order parameter can be measured to detect it. On the other hand, several methods have been developed to determine the topological order in the long-range entangled states [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , but they are insensitive to the different ways of symmetry enrichment.
In this paper, we introduce a way to detect SET order by measuring the non-local parameters on the minimally entangled ground states (MES) [16] of the system on a torus. The set of MES on a torus gives us access to the quasiparticle excitations of the system by localizing them at the ends of the cylinders when the torus is cut into halves, as shown in Fig.1 . Now if we can measure the fractional symmetry representation carried by the quasiparticles, we can identify the SET order. If the quasiparticle carries a fractional charge, like in the fractional quantum Hall case, we can detect it directly by measuring charge locally near the ends of the cylinder in the MES. A different type of symmetry fractionalization exists where the quasiparticles carry projective representations (see Appendix A) of the symmetry, as in the case of spin 1/2 representations on the Z 2 gauge charges. We are going to focus on SETs with this type of fractionalization in this paper and show that they can be determined with the non-local order parameters that are related to the ones used to detect symmetry protected topological phases (SPT) [18, 19] . As shown in Refs. [18, 19] , a string order parameter can be designed to detect projective symmetry representations on the edge of a one-dimensional (1D) gapped system hence identifying the SPT order in 1D. By putting a two-dimensional (2D) SET system onto a cylinder and picking out the MESs, we map a 2D SET state into effectively 1D SPT states whose order can then be detected with "non-local order" parameters. We demonstrate the effectiveness of this idea by applying it to a model wave function of spin-1 bosons and also to the resonating valence bond state [20, 21] on the kagome lattice which has the same SET order -the Z 2 topological order with the Z 2 charge carrying spin 1/2 representation of the SO(3) spin rotation symmetry. Detecting SET's. An important concept for the detection of SETs are the minimally entangled states proposed in [16] . When a topologically ordered system is put onto a torus, the ground space has a degeneracy equal to the number of quasiparticle types N . Among all the states in the ground subspace, one set of basis states have minimum bipartite entanglement when the torus is cut along a non-contractible loop in the y direction into two cylinders as shown in Fig. 1 . These minimally entangled states (MES) are eigenstates of the Wilson loop operators in the y direction {W y a } and have a one to one correspondence with the quasiparticle types a. The MES with eigenvalue 1 for all {W y a } corresponds to the vacuum. MES corresponding to a can be created from the vacuum state by creating a pair of particle a and anti-particleā excitations, bringing a around a non-contractible loop in the x direction and annihilating it withā. Therefore, when the system is cut open, the MES corresponding to a has quasiparticles a andā at each end of the cylinder.
Given a model Hamiltonian with potential SET order, one can find the MESs from a complete set of ground states on a torus by minimizing bipartite entanglement. In the following, we follow Refs. [22, 23] and use the fact that a long cylinder is locally equivalent to a torus. In this case, the different MESs can be conveniently obtained by changing the boundary conditions on a long cylinder. When cut into two "half cylinders", we find a localized quasiparticle near the edges as illustrated in Fig. 2a with possible projective representations. A projective representation is like an ordinary representation up to phase factors; i.e., if g, h, k are in G and fullfill g ·h = k, then
The phases ρ(g, h) are called the "factor set" of the representation. In Ref. 18 , a numerical approach was introduced that allows to directly extract the U g from the ground-state wave functions. Furthermore, several string order parameter were introduced which allow to directly detect different SPT phases, including those protected by time reversal and by inversion symmetry. We use two methods to identify the SET phase from the MESs in this paper. We begin with the method in which the projective representations U g 's are directly extracted from the Schmidt decomposition of the MES. Assume that |Ξ a is the MES corresponding to quasiparticle a on an infinite cylinder and perform a Schmidt decomposition of the state into two Schmidt states on half cylinders
where |φ α . The SETs are gapped phases with short range correlations and we assume that we have a cylinder with a finite circumference, thus the area law [24] guarantees that the values of λ α decay quickly [25, 26] . From now on, we are only considering the important Schmidt states which have a Schmidt value λ α > for a given > 0, so we have a finite number of Schmidt values.
The Schmidt states of |Ξ a have localized quasiparticles of type a at the cut. Thus onsite symmetry operations g that act on the Schmidt states transform the quasiparticles according to the representation U a g (which can be either linear or projective). The U a g can then be directly obtained by calculating the overlap between the Schmidt states with their symmetry transformed partners,
Equivalently, we could have chosen the left Schmidt states |φ L α,a . If the state |ψ 0 is represented as tensor product state, Eq. (3) can be efficiently evaluated by multiplying together all the tensors to the right of the bond (see Appendix D). Once we have obtained the U a g of each symmetry operation and quasiparticle type, we can calculate the commutators and read off the factor set and hence determine in which phase the state is. For non-onsite symmetries, we can obtain the representations in an analogous way, e.g., for time-reversal and inversion symmetry.
It is desirable to have a probe for SETs that does not rely on having access to the Schmidt states. For this we construct non-local order parameters that are sensitive to the type of SET order and can be directly evaluated using Monte Carlo methods or potentially measured in experiments [27] . The non-local order parameter we consider here is defined as
and closely related to the string order parameter originally introduced by [28] . It corresponds to calculating the overlap between the wave function with a symmetry operation g applied to a segment of n consecutive rings of the cylinder (as illustrated in Fig. 2b ). The operators X L and X R are defined on rings terminating the segment that is transformed by g. As g is a symmetry operation, it does not change anything in the bulk of this segment and the overlap should not vanish as n → ∞ for any cylinder with a finite circumference. In Ref. [18] , it was demonstrated, that string order parameter of the type Eq. (4) can detect SPT phases by choosing the operators X L and X R accordingly. Let us assume that the quasiparticles of type a transform as
can be chosen to have a particular quantum number e iσ(X,h) with respect to h. This yields a selection rule and the non-local order parameter has to be zero if ρ(g, h) = σ(X, h). In practice, we can thus choose the operators X L and X R accordingly and then evaluate Eq. (4) for each quasiparticle type to get a complete characterization of the SET. Note, that the non-local order parameter (see Eq. (4)) is sensitive for a subset of SETs with sufficiently simple symmetries, however, more general order parameters can be constructed that work for all symmetries (analogous to the ones used for SPT in [18] ).
Spin-1 Bosons on the hexagonal lattice. We will now demonstrate the above by studying an example of an SET that is built of spin-1 bosons. In particular, we are going to construct a simple SET state, namely, an "Affleck, Kennedy, Lieb and Tasaki (AKLT) string model state" and show how we can then extract all characteristic properties. The state we consider here is defined on a honeycomb lattice where each site is either unoccupied or contains one spin-1 boson. The ground state wave function is an equal weighted superposition of loop coverings on the honeycomb lattice, where along the loops the spin-1 bosons form AKLT chains [29] and away from the loops the sites are unoccupied as shown in Fig. 3a . In Appendix B, we describe a local Hamiltonian which has the state as its ground state. Neglecting the internal structure of the loops, this state is exactly the ground state of the toric code model [30] -which is the fixed point of a Z 2 topologically ordered phase [31, 32] . The topological entanglement entropy (TEE), usually denoted by γ, is the constant term in the entanglement entropy S = cL − γ, where L is the length of the boundary of the region [12, 13] . The characteristic topological entanglement entropy of the Z 2 phase is γ = log 2. The Z 2 phase has a four-fold ground state degeneracy on a torus, which corresponds to four different types of quasiparticles excitations. These are the electric particles e (showing up as the ends of open strings in Fig. 3b) , the magnetic particles m (corresponding to defects on plaquettes), fermions f (bound pairs of e and m), and the identity particle 1. The four quasiparticle types are related to the ±1 eigenspaces of {W y a }.
In the AKLT string model, the sites have integer spin S = 0 or S = 1. However, the e particles appear at ends of open AKLT loops and therefore carry a fractionalized spin S = 1/2 as shown in Fig. 3b . Let us now assume the presence of a symmetry, e.g., SO(3), a discrete subgroup like Z 2 × Z 2 or time reversal symmetry. We find that the onsite representations are always linear, while the half integer spin carried by the e particle has a projective representation. The m particle carries integer spin and their bound state f has half integer spin.
The AKLT string state can be represented exactly by a tensor product state (TPS) [33] which simplifies the calculations considerably. The state with n sites can be expressed as a (translationally invariant) TPS with bond dimension χ = 3 as follows:
where the s i ∈ {1, 0, −1, ∅} correspond to the three S = 1 states and the vacuum state, respectively. The non-zero elements of the tensors are
where t is a string tension. If t = 1, this state is an equal weighted superposition of all "AKLT loop" coverings (see Appendix C for the details of the derivation). Starting from this set of tensors, we can find the TPS representation for all the MES (for details see Appendix D).
As described in Refs. [34, 35] , we can obtain the reduced density matrix for a TPS on the cylinder of circumference L for each MESs (the details are outlined in Appendix D). In particular, the Schmidt states |φ L α,a of each MES can be obtained by diagonalizing the reduced density matrix on the cylinder. From the entanglement entropy, which scales with L as cL − γ, we can then directly obtain the constant γ. We obtain for all MES a γ which converges to log 2 as L increases (see Fig 3d) . This is the expected result for a Z 2 topologically ordered phase.
By inserting the symmetry operators, such as time reversal operator or the π rotation operators (R x = exp(iπS x ) and R z = exp(iπS z )) into the transfer matrix, we directly obtain the overlap Eq. (3) yielding the desired U a g . From the U a g , we can then calculate the commutators which characterize the SET:
We find that the commutators of U a g reveal nontrivial phase factors for the time reversal symmetry and Z 2 × Z 2 symmetry in the e− and f −MES. This is the fingerprint of the specific SET. We also demonstrate how to detect SET phases by using non-local order parameter Eq. (4). The non-local order parameter with X = 1 and g = R x shown in Figs. 3e and 3f reveals the projective representations of the e and f quasiparticles. The selection rule implies that the non-local order parameter O n (R z , 1, 1) vanishes in e− and f −MES as they have non-trivial phase factors under R z . Resonating valence bond state on the kagome lattice. We will now show that the resonating valence bond state (RVB) state on the kagome lattice (shown in Fig. 4a ) is in the same SET phase as the spin-1 model above. The RVB state on the kagome lattice is a good approximation of the ground state for the S = 1/2 Heisenberg [36] and represents a state with Z 2 topological order [37] . In the RVB state, a singlet can fractionalize into two spinons which carry a spin 1/2 (see Fig. (a)  (b) ... 4b). Thus the quasiparticles again carry projective representations. Again we can make use of the TPS description of the state with a bond dimension χ = 3 as shown in Ref. 37 and the calculations of the non-local order parameters can be performed analogously. We first obtain the TEE of each of the four MESs that tend to log 2 for large L as shown in Fig. 4c as expected for a Z 2 phase. The projective representations U a g are the same as result in the previous example. The non-local order parameter vanishes in e− and f −MES and tends to a constant in 1− and m−MES as shown in Fig. 4d . From the TEE and non-local parameter, we can conclude that the RVB state is in the same phase as the AKLT string model.
Conclusions. In this paper, we have introduced two simple methods to detect SET. The first approach is achieved by the Schmidt states of minimally entangled state (MES) on a (a) (b) (c) cylinder. We can measure the symmetry representations of quasiparticle type a at the end of cylinder. Thus it is a very convenient method if we use exact diagonalization (see Appendix E), density matrix renormalization group [38] , or tensor product state based [34] techniques. The second approach is to do a segment of measurements on the real spins. The selection rules obtain a characterization of SET. This way is more physical, and can be used by other methods, e.g., quantum Monte Carlo methods or potentially measured experimentally. We demonstrated the usefulness of this approach by considering first a AKLT string model and the RVB state on the kagome lattice and find that they are in the same SET phase.
Each h v acts on four vertices on the hexagonal lattice, with one vertex in the center and three neighboring vertices around it. First h v projects onto the following subspace: if the center vertex is in the vacuum sector, then all three neighboring vertices are in the vacuum sector; if the center vertex is in the one boson sector, then two of the neighboring vertices are also in the one boson sector while the other one is in the vacuum sector, as shown in Fig 5. Moreover, the vertex term contains a coupling term
between the spin-1 at the center and each of the two spin-1's at the neighboring sites. The low energy space of all the vertex terms is then composed of loop configurations of AKLT chains. The plaquette term h p then allows the AKLT loop configurations to fluctuation from one to another. More specifically, if a plaquette does not have a loop initially, the plaquette operator would attach an AKLT loop to it, as shown in Fig.6 . If a loop overlaps with part of the plaquette, then the plaquette term would flip the loop to be on the other side of the plaquette. Note that a segment of an AKLT chain has four low energy states associated with the two edge spin 1/2's. When mapping the segment from one side of the plaquette to another side, we need to match the state of the edge spin. In this appendix, we explain the AKLT string model on the honeycomb lattice and the RVB state on the kagome lattice in TPS formalism.
TPS representation of the AKLT string model
Let us first recall the toric code model [30] for which the ground state is the fixed point of a Z 2 topologically ordered phase. The model is defined on the honeycomb lattice where each link is occupied by an Ising spin. The Hamiltonian is given by the spins around each vertex v, − v i∈v Z i and plaquette p of the lattice, − p i∈p X i . Here, X and Z are Pauli operators. If we define that the state | ↑ of spin corresponds to a string on a link, the ground state wave function is an equal weighted superposition of all closed loop configurations |Ψ Z2 = |D on the lattice. Now we start from a state, |D s , which is a tensor product of singlets | ↑↓ − | ↓↑ between two connected sites in the loop covering |D . The state |D s can be regarded as a covering of the honeycomb lattice with 1D S = 1 AKLT chains. Each site is occupied by either two spin 1/2 (that have a total spin S = 1) or a vacuum state (no string crosses this site). The equal weighted superposition of all AKLT loop coverings, |Ψ = |D s , on the honeycomb lattice forms the "AKLT string" model state. This state has Z 2 topological order and is a simple example of an SET (as described in the main text).
To obtain a TPS representation of the AKLT string model, we can place the entangled state |ω = 1 √ 2 (|01 − |10 ) + |22 along all edges of the lattice. Each physical site has three virtual particles on the honeycomb lattice, and each of virtual particles can be regarded as spin 1/2 ⊕ 0. The virtual indices "0,1" provide the spin 1/2 degrees of freedom which holds singlet along the edge. The third index "2" that belong spin 0 subspace is used to indicate there is no singlet along the edge. At each physical site, if two of the virtual particles stay in spin 1/2 subspace and the other one stays in spin 0, these three virtual particles would be mapped to a physical spin-1 boson (S = 1, 0, −1). If all of the virtual particles stay in spin 0, it forms a physical vacuum state, ∅. The following projector realizes the spin-1 boson on the honeycomb lattice,
here, t is a string tension. Each projector P on site with t = 1 represents an equal weighted superposition of all AKLT loop coverings. By contracting the virtual particles with projectors P , we can obtain the TPS representations directly.
TPS representation of the RVB state
The tensor representation of the RVB state also can be obtained by using χ = 3 entangled state. In Ref. [35] , a 3-particle entangled state, | = 2 i,j,k=0 ε ijk |ijk + |222 was used, and placed on a triangle of kagome lattice. The ε is the Levi-Civita symbol with ε 012 = ε 120 = ε 201 = 1 and ε 021 = ε 210 = ε 102 = −1. Applying the projector
to each vertex yields the desired RVB state.
Appendix D: Details on how to obtain the projective representations of the anyons in the Z2 model from a TPS
In this appendix, we show the details of how to obtain the projective representations U a g of the anyons from TPS representations. The main procedure is now as follows: we firstly obtain TPS representations of the anyons from a complete set of the ground state. We then map a 2D TPS to an effective 1D matrix product state (MPS) representationÃ, and find the canonical form of the matrixÃ. Finally, we can obtain the projective representations U a g of the anyons from the symmetry transformations.
Let us consider a wave function, |Ψ , of an N 1 × N 2 spin lattice in a cylindrical geometry. It can be expressed in terms of a TPS as
where the physical spin s i,j = 1, ..., d s , and T si,j 's are rankfive tensors for a square lattice. In the AKLT string model we considered, the honeycomb lattice also can be mapped onto an effective square lattice (see Fig.7a ).
Our proposed method is implemented as follows.
Find the TPS representations of MESs:
We reiterate how the TPS representation of the minimally entangled states corresponding to the anyons [35] can be obtained. In Z 2 topologically ordered phases, the TPS representations of four anyons can be obtained directly from the complete set of ground states. Suppose that we have the ground states of a Z 2 topologically ordered phase in TPS corresponding to Eq. (D1). The MESs of quasiparticles 1 and e, which are related to the ±1 eigenspaces of W y a , can be obtained from the TPS for the ground state with even and odd parity number of the boundaries of a cylinder. The parity number is defined by counting the number of singlets that cross a vertical line of the cylinder. These two MESs can be written as simple TPS representations.
We also can insert a string operatorZ ⊗Z.... ⊗Z (as the blue line shown in Fig. 3c ) to TPSs for 1− and e−MES to create magnetic fluxes. The representation of the operatorZ is given bȳ
Again, we can obtain TPS representations for m− and f −MES with string operator.
Map 2D TPS to 1D MPS:
We consider a MES corresponding to quasiparticle a in TPS Eq. (D1) (here the index of the anyon is omitted). Following Refs. [34, 35] , we block all spins that are in the first k columns to form a ring, and define a new tensor,
as shown in Fig. 7b . Here, S k denotes the combination of all physical indices s 1,k , s 2,k , ..., s N1,k , and α k andγ k denote the combination of all inner indices α 1,k , α 2,k , ..., α N1,k and γ 1,k , γ 2,k , ..., γ N1,k respectively. In terms of those tensorsÃ's, the MES can be expressed as
where S i is a physical index of a new tensor which includes all physical indices around a ring. A 2D TPS thus can be mapped to an effective 1D MPS with large physical and inner dimensions shown in Fig. 7c. 3. Determine the canonical form:
Now, we have an effective 1D MPS and need to determine the canonical form [39] of the same state. The procedure is covered in detail. First, we form a positive double tensor E by merging two layers of tensorÃ and A * with the physical indices contracted, namely,
Find the V R that is the dominant right eigenvector of double tensor E with eigenvalue η (see the Fig. 8a ). We prepare an initial vector V i and apply the double tensors N times. By using power method, in the limit N → ∞, (Eαα ,ββ ) N (V i )ββ will converge to the dominant right eigenvector of E. Here, we normalize V R such that V R V † R = 1 and ignore a constant phase factor which results from the right end. Then, decompose the matrix (V R )αα , which is Hermitian and non-negative, as
Finally, we arrange the tensorsÃ and X into a new tensor
The tensorÃ is thus in the canonical form that defined by the right eigenvector of E as shown in Fig. 8b .
Determine projective representations:
To obtain the projective representations of symmetries, we need to insert symmetry operators R's to the measured state. The generalized transfer matrix G is given by
where the operator R SS are applied to the tensors. As R is a symmetry operator, the generalized transfer matrix G has a largest eigenvalue η of modulo 1 as shown in Fig. 8c . Again we apply the generalized transfer matrix many times to an initial state, and the dominant state is related to a projective representations U In this section, we will show how to obtain the projective representation via exact diagonalization. For simplicity, we demonstrate this here only for SPTs. First of all, we consider open boundary conditions for a Hamiltonian with 2N +1 sites, and obtain the ground state wave function |Ψ by using exact diagonalization. Then, we want to determine the MPS representation of the middle site from |Ψ . However, the degenerate ground states are likely to lead to ambiguities.
In particular, a 1D SPT phase has generically degeneracies due to the edge modes at the ends of the chain. For example, the S = 1 antiferromagnetic chain in the Haldane phase has spin 1/2 edge states which lead to the degeneracy of ground state. We can add a small symmetry breaking field at the boundaries to split the edge state degeneracy and obtain an unique ground state |Ψ .
The procedure is covered in detail as follows. We do a Schmidt decomposition of the bipartite splitting: {1 . . . N − 1|N . . . 2N + 1} of ground state |Ψ , so that
where |α 
